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View 2 - Looking North Towards the MARTA portal
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GARDEN ROOMS

Group-sized  Lawn Panels

Tree-Lined Allée

MARTA Portal

Air + Light Portals to Platform

 » Smaller seating areas encourage relaxation 
and reflection, including shaded seating 
under a central bosque of trees – a tree-lined 
allée terminates with a  sculpture/fountain at 
the MARTA portal

 » Small café for beverages and snacks
 » A dog park with seating
 » A featured entry plaza to the proposed office 

tower on the west side

Small Cafe

Entry Plaza

Dog Park

Shady Bosque

Reflecting Pool

Interactive Art

Event Plaza

MARTA Access
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GARDEN ROOMS
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View 1 - Looking North Toward the Beacon
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CELEBRATION LAWN

Park Restaurant

Beacon Element

Signature Ped./Bike Bridge

Pavilion + Stage

 » A central structure connecting the MARTA platform 
with the main stage

 » The main stage facing north into the lawn is 
capable of holding 3,000 people comfortably.  While 
the center of the lawn is relatively level, the north, 
east and west sides all slope upward as the deck 
rises above the entry and exit ramps for GA 400.  
Smaller performances can face the small plaza to 
the east

 » A restaurant just west of the stage will have outdoor 
seating and a green roof to accommodate a rooftop 
bar/patio.  This area also provides easy vehicular 
access to the park

 » Trees frame the lawn on both the east and west
 » A sculptural gateway element punctuates the park 

and anchors the connecting bridge to PATH400  
 » A seating platform surrounds the element providing 

raised views over the Celebration Lawn or up GA 
400

Legend

Splash Pad

Pavilion Trellis

Great Lawn

Shady Bosque

Rain Garden

Play Water Feature

Upper Terrace

Canopy Walk

MARTA Access
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CELEBRATION LAWN
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View 3 - Looking South Towards the Stage Pavilion
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An Activated Park

A Unique Identity – one of the possible layers of usage 
is the proposal to create a ‘sculpture walk’ for a mile 
along Peachtree featuring major works of art. The Park 
can be an important enhancement of this project.  The 
midpoint of the sculpture walk will be at the corner 
of Peachtree and Stratford, directly adjacent to the 
park. The proposition of a sculpture walk is indicative 
of an increasing interest in incorporating art into the 
community and in the benefits art brings. The team’s 
vision for the Park is strongly artistic, incorporating 
architecture as art, permanent art installations, and an 
area for rotating exhibits.  

In addition to art and design opportunities, the park will 
become active and an integral part of the community 
by connecting place with human emotions, behavior, 
patterns, aspirations, and thought. These pathways will 
be reinforced by opportunities for art, play, culture, 
movement, water and light.


